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Abstract: Personalized search on web is becoming a reality due to popular mobile devices and widely available
internet services. However, characteristics of the search on web, such as ranking, unpredictable user behaviors
and issues related to automatic updating of user behavior profiles, present challenges in selecting optimal
services for personalized search on web. Traditional personalization methods efficiently predict gender
orientation search performance in an online manner. But, it may not always result in the best composite service
because constant changes without ranking user behavior patterns and lacking automatic update of user
behavior profiles makes the performance of service invocation an ineffective model. With the objective of
developing an effective ranking for user result on web mining system, a framework Probabilistic User result
Feature Ranking based on Gaussian distribution (PUFR-G) is proposed. The framework PUFR-G initially
identifies the result features and analyzes them with user automatically updated profiles. PUFR-G
simultaneously takes into account current feature frequency using the dynamic diversity re-ranking procedure.
The frequency of the updated user profile is changed and ranking is carried out for obtaining search engine
personalization result. PUFR-G attains the query result for different personalization using the Gaussian
distribution function. The function produces mean vector and covariance matrix to identify rank rate for user
query result with the height of the curve peak representing the highest rank value whereas the lower point
denotes lower priority range. PUFR-G based on the Gaussian distribution function reduces the latency time on
end to end process. Experiments conducted using Freebase Data Dump demonstrates that our framework can
obtain better solutions than current standard personalization methods on web. Experiment is conducted on the
factors such as precision ratio, execution time for feature ranking, personalized information search retrieval rate
and ranking efficiency.

Key words: Personalized search  User behavior patterns  Diversity re-ranking  Gaussian distribution
function  Curve peak

INTRODUCTION preferences using machine learning techniques to address

Relevance analysis and ranking the documents on not considered. Knowledge based personalized search
the basis of relevance for a query given by the customer engine [3] acquired dynamic results of semantic web
is one of the major issues to be addressed for services through multi layer multi agent architecture. 
personalized search on web. Keyword Advertising The assumption that the query and the result
Campaign using Gender Search Queries (KAC-GSQ) [1] provided by the user related to the query do not held best
analyzed the relationship between brand and gender in an for a Web search scenario. This is because the users’
effective manner using hypothesis testing. However, needs and wants changes  variably  in  course  of  time.
constant changes of user behavior patterns without To address this issue, in [4], re-ranking was applied with
ranking adversely affect the performance of service the main aim of improving the search results through non-
invocation. Ranking using Skyline and  User  Navigation diversified baseline ranking model. But, automatic
(R-SUN) [2] captured both users’ static and common incorporation  was  not made in an efficient manner. In [5],

rank query results. However, navigational experience was
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automatic incorporation for stock trading was performed Related Works: One of the main aspects of World Wide
using genetic programming. However, better classification Web (WWW) is to obtain the most relevant information
was not made. and the most accessible source of information. In [13],

In order to provide better classification, semi methods involved in the design of personalized web
automatic ontology was introduced in [6] through search are designed using re-ranking. However, measures
efficient pattern matching. Hermes Graphical Query were not taken for optimization. Ant Colony Optimization
Language [7] opened the door for efficient ranking was introduced in [14] with the objective of obtaining
algorithm that addresses complex queries in an efficient high quality solutions through two phase optimization
manner. However, with the increase in the query size and genetic algorithm. However, scalability measure was
proper mapping was not performed. Automated product not addressed. Personalized user model based on
mapping was introduced in [8] with the objective of ontology [15] provided measures for obtaining the desired
improving the precision of results obtained. information fast and in an efficient way through effective

With increasing use of Internet and greater important execution usage on web services. However, user profile
on written text on the Web, it is highly significant and based on users’ interests was not considered. Discounted
crucial to obtain automated sentiment analysis tools Cumulative Interests [16] from user preferences over
provided queries by various users. In [9], polarity ranking was presented to improve the information retrieval
classification of text was performed using lexicon model to rate.
significantly improve the classification results. However, In today’s personalized search engines that uses
polarity classification of structural and semantic aspects search as we type which is based on the retrieval of
in an automatic manner was not performed. information hand-to-hand and retrieve information faster

Automatic Taxonomy Construction from Text (ATCT) when compared to the conventional keyword search
[10] constructed an automatic way of domain taxonomy methods. In [17], personalized web search was introduced
with the objective of precision and recall value of based on user profile to improve search rates. Though
taxonomy generated. In order to improve the retrieval search rates was improved but at the cost of time. Event
information, personalized web search using domain driven approach [18] used a Poisson distribution to
knowledge was introduced in [11] with the aid of generic improve the true positive rate using historical data.
search engine. However, user experience was not However, optimization was not included. To address this
considered. In [12], Semantic Tag Clustering Search issue, Dynamic Pair-wise Learning methodology was
(STCS) framework was introduced that considered user introduced in [19] using formalized Bayesian model.
experience using hierarchical and non-hierarchical Another method, Online Content Optimization [20] was
techniques. included to improve the effectiveness of user action

In this work, an efficient framework called, interpretation through user segmentation.
Probabilistic User result Feature Ranking based on Based on the above mentioned methods, in this work
Gaussian distribution (PUFR-G) is presented. The an efficient probabilistic user result feature ranking based
contributions of PUFR-G include the following: on Gaussian distribution is presented in the forthcoming

To develop an effective ranking framework for user
result on web mining system using Probabilistic User Overview of Probabilistic User Result Feature Ranking
result Feature Ranking based on Gaussian Based on Gaussian Distribution: In this section, the
distribution proposed framework Probabilistic User result Feature
To improve the precision ratio by introducing Ranking based on Gaussian distribution is  presented.
Probabilistic User result Feature Correlation by The framework, Probabilistic User result Feature Ranking
extracting significant features based on Gaussian distribution is divided into three main
To improve the classification accuracy through parts namely (i) Identification of features, (ii) feature
Dynamic Diversity Re-ranking procedure by classification and (iii) probability user result feature
obtaining overall ranking based on two types peak ranking. The overall framework of Probabilistic User result
and least ranking Feature Ranking based on Gaussian distribution is
Finally, to enhance the ranking efficiency by presented in Figure 1.
designing Probabilistic User Result Feature Ranking The  behavior   of  the  user  is  characterized  based
algorithm with the aid of Gaussian distribution on the  request  made  by  the  users  on  search  engines.
function The   search    engine    mines     the    data   available  from

sections.
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Fig. 1: Overall architectural view of Probabilistic User result Feature Ranking based on Gaussian distribution

Fig. 2: Probabilistic User result Feature Correlation model for eliminating feature redundancy via explicitly handling

databases using different mining algorithms. However Feature Correlation model as shown in Figure 2.
more attention is required on automatic updation of user The Probabilistic User  Correlation  model  initially
behavior profiles for improving the personalization on split  the  customer  reviews  in  the form of sentences.
different search engines. Automatic updating of user The frequent noun phrases are then extracted from the
behavior profiles for effective user query search is the sentence using correlation model. With the motive of
fundamental part in our research work. improving the precision ratio for obtaining the user result

Given the reviews provided by the customer related feature, the proposed work uses Probabilistic User C
to a product/service, the first step is the efficient correlation. Let URF  denotes the user result feature with
identification of features from the reviews and then CM  representing the correlation measure, highly
analyzing the opinions of the customer on the features significant user result feature in class C are then
through effective classification. Finally, a dynamic identified. The significant user result feature identified
diversity re-ranking algorithm to extract the importance of using Probabilistic User Correlation model is then given
the features by consecutively considering both the as below
feature frequency and the influence of customers’
opinions given to each feature over their overall opinions if Cm >
is presented. , then Signigicant User Result Feature (1)

Probabilistic User Result Feature Correlation: The first
step in the design of Probabilistic User result Feature
Ranking based on Gaussian distribution is the efficient
identification of feature using Probabilistic User result
Feature Correlation model. In order to eliminate features of
redundant appearances, traditional personalization
methods on web have to depend on subset evaluation
which exclusively handles feature redundancy with
feature relevance. Though, better results can be
produced, but at the cost of computational that makes
inefficient for personalized search on web which involves
high-dimensional data. Therefore, the proposed
framework of feature selection provides a better method

feature redundancy through Probabilistic User result

i

i

i
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Fig. 3: Classification for personalized search on web two types as either ‘peak’ or ‘least’ and is formalized as

if Cm  <  then 0 (2)i i

From (1) & (2), the significant user result features
obtained are then used to identify if redundant From (4), ‘OR ’ and ‘OR ’ denotes the overall
appearances occurs or not. In a similar manner, the ranking with peak and least reviews respectively. As
redundant appearances are then obtained using the customer reviews for personalization of web contain
Probabilistic User Correlation model through correlation various distributions of rankings, the rankings of
coefficient ' '. The correlation coefficient value ' ' is then customer reviews are normalized in Feature classification
formalized as given below using Dynamic Diversity Re-ranking procedure instead of

(3)

where  is the mean of '  and b  is the mean of b'  and thei i i i

value of ' ' lies between ‘-1’ and ‘1’. If ‘a’ and ‘b’ are where ‘DDR’ the Dynamic Diversity Re-ranking procedure
correlated, then ' ' takes the value of 1 (i.e., non redundant obtains the difference of similarity between the relevant
appearances) whereas if ‘a’ and ‘b’ are independent, then features and user behavior profile to relevant features.
' ' takes the value of 0 (i.e., redundant appearances). As a With the Dynamic Diversity Re-ranking procedure, feature
result, the redundant appearances are overlooked and non frequency is obtained which helps in improving the
redundant appearances are further considered. classification accuracy of the feature frequency being

Dynamic Diversity Re-ranking: Once the significant user
result features are identified, the second step in the Probability User Result Feature Ranking: Finally, with
design of Probabilistic User result Feature Ranking based the increase in change in the frequency of the updated
on Gaussian distribution is the extensive classification of user profile ranking is carried out for effective and
features using dynamic diversity re-ranking procedure. significant search engine personalization. The query
Personalized search on web has opened up the doors for result of different personalization is obtained using the
great improvement in search in online manner. In this Gaussian distribution function for the proposed
section, personalized search on web based on user framework, PUFR-G. The function produces the mean
behavior profiles using dynamic diversity re-ranking vector and covariance matrix result to identify the rank
procedure is explained. Figure 3 represents dynamic rate of the user query result.
diversity re-ranking procedure for efficient feature The complete Gaussian distribution function consists
classification on web. of mean vectors ‘ ‘ followed by variance matrices ‘CM ’

A Dynamic Diversity Re-ranking procedure is with a combination ranks or overall rankings ‘OR ’ from
developed to measure the importance of features by entire user behavior profiles for the objective of
simultaneously taking into account current feature personalization of web. These parameters that entirely
frequency and the impact of customer reviews for each comprises of the Gaussian distribution function are
frequency with respect to the overall reviews. A Dynamic collectively represented by the notation,
Diversity Re-ranking procedure is designed in order to
obtain the ranks by incorporanking feature frequency and GDF = { , Cm , Or } where i = 1,2,3, ..., n (6)

the relationships between the overall reviews and the
reviews on specific features. With the objective of
improving the classification accuracy, we process re-
ranking procedure to achieve this goal.

Let ‘CR’ represents the customer reviews for a
specific product/service, then ‘r CR‘ represents that the
customer expresses the reviews on  more  than  one
aspect of a product/service. Followed by this, an overall
ranking ‘OR ’ is assigned to that specificCR

product/service. The overall ranking is then classified into

below

OR  (OR , OR ) (4)CR peak least

peak least

performing a uniform normalization on them.

DDR = {(Sim(RF , UBF) – max Sim(RF , RF ))} (5)i i i+1

classified.

i i

i

I i i



Input: Customer Review

= , User profile information

Output: Efficient probabilistic feature ranking
Step 1: For each User profile information

Step 2: For each Customer Review
Step 2.1: Perform feature identification
Step 2.2: Obtain significant information
Step 2.3: Obtain redundant information

Step 3: Apply Probabilistic User result Feature
Correlation model

Step 3.1: Obtain correlation coefficient
value

Step 3.2: Identify significant information
Step 4: Perform feature classification

Step 4.1: Apply Dynamic Diversity Re-
ranking

Step 4.2: Classify overall ranking into
‘ ’ or ‘ ’
Step 5: Perform Probability user result feature
ranking

Step 5.1: Apply Gaussian distribution
function for obtaining overall ranking
Step 6: End for
Step 7: End for
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As stated earlier, the features that are frequently Algorithm 1: Probabilistic User Result Feature Ranking
commented and reviewed by customers is of higher Algorithm: The Probabilistic User Result Feature Ranking
important. Hence, the feature frequency is used as the algorithm is given above. The design of algorithm
prior knowledge while applying ‘GDF’. Here, the Gaussian includes three different parts. In the first part, efficient
distribution function is close to the distribution where the feature identification is made through customer reviews
mean vector represent the frequency of specific feature, using Probabilistic User result Feature Correlation model
with the covariance matrices representing different user where both the significant and redundant features are
behavior profiles for a specific product. Base on the extracted. With the main objective of improving the
above mathematical formulation in (6), the Probabilistic significant features and minimizing redundant features,
User Result Feature Ranking for obtaining overall ranking feature correlation model is applied with the aid of
is given as below correlation coefficient value. 

Prob(OR |i) = Prob(OR | , CM , OR ) (7) features where customer reviews for personalization ofi i I i i

From (7),   Probabilistic  User  Result  Feature ranking and classified accordingly as either ‘peak’ or
Ranking is obtained from the importance rankings ‘OR ’ ‘least’. Finally, overall ranking is performed throughi

where i = 1,2,3, ..., n. The height of the curve peak in the Probability user result feature ranking by applying
Gaussian distribution denotes the highest rank value and Gaussian distribution function.
lower point denotes the lower priority range. As a result,
the ranking efficiency for user result feature is improved. Experimental Setup: In this section, we conduct extensive
The algorithmic description Probabilistic User Result experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
Feature Ranking is given below in the following personalization search on web framework, feature
subsection. identification, feature classification and probabilistic user

Probabilistic User Result Feature Ranking algorithm: Freebase Data Dump, which is publicly available by

The second part performs efficient classification of

web is performed by applying Dynamic Diversity Re-

feature result ranking. Table 1 shows the details of our

request. This dataset includes consumer reviews in
different domains. There are 25,000 reviews in total and
around 100 to 2000 reviews for each product on average.
To evaluate the proposed framework, Freebase Data
Dump is used with the updated user profiles to perform
the experimental operation.

A data dump is the essential information provided on
identifying the facts concerning each subject in Freebase.
Freebase is an open database of the world's information
that cover millions of theme in hundreds  of  group  and
our framework is used to fetch the accurate result to the
users. The information is supplemented by the efforts of
total community of users to identify the accurate result.
The proposed framework is compared against the existing
Keyword Advertising Campaign using Gender Search
Queries (KAC-GSQ) [1] and Ranking using Skyline and
User Navigation (R-SUN) [2]. The experiment is
conducted on factors such as precision ratio,
classification accuracy, ranking efficiency, execution time
for feature ranking, personalized information search
retrieval rate.

Result Analysis of Pufr-g: In this section, we summarize
the result of our experiments with the Freebase Data
Dump for the proposed personalization search on web
framework.



(No. of true features retrieved)P=
(No. of true features retrieved) +
(No. of false features retrieved)
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Table 1: Freebase Data Dump
Product name domain # Review
University of oxford, university of Educational 40
Cambridge, university of London, institution 40
university of Edinburgh 35

35
Germany Travel 41
London destination 41
Paris 41
Scotland 41
Books about presidents, Books 25
Characters from Alice in wonderland 22
Springer books 20
Golfer, Sports 23
Cyclist, 35
Golf course, 45
Drafted athlete 52

Table 2: Tabulation for precision ratio
Precision ratio (%)
---------------------------------------------------------------------

No. of features PUFR-G KAC-GSQ R-SUN
25 0.75 0.62 0.55
50 0.71 0.60 0.53
75 0.63 0.58 0.51
100 0.60 0.54 0.49
125 0.65 0.58 0.53
150 0.61 0.59 0.54

Precision Ratio: The first set of experiments is designed
to evaluate the precision ratio of the proposed framework
PUFR-G in correctly learning the personalized topics on
web framework. On each Freebase Data Dump profile, the
framework PUFR-G is examined. Next, detail comparison is
made with the existing Keyword Advertising Campaign
using Gender Search Queries (KAC-GSQ) [1] and Ranking
using Skyline and User Navigation (R-SUN) [2]. Precision
ratio is also called as the positive predictive value.
Precision ratio is defined as the average probability of
relevant feature retrieval and is measured in terms of
percentage (%). Higher the precision ratio, greater the
amount of relevant features being retrieved. 

(8)

Table 2 shows the precision ratio performance using
the proposed framework PUFR-G and two other existing
methods KAC-GSQ and R-SUN respectively on the
reviews of domain, educational institution at University of
Oxford. From table 2 we can see that proposed framework
PUFR-G achieve better performance than the two other
existing methods KAC-GSQ [1] and R-SUN [2].

Fig. 4: Performance of precision ratio 

Figure 4 shows the performance comparison of
precision ratio on education domain related to the
University of Oxford. From these results we can see that
the proposed framework PUFR-G provide better
performance in terms of precision ratio when compared to
two other methods KAC-GSQ [1] and R-SUN [2]. This is
because with the application of Probabilistic User result
Feature Correlation model in the proposed framework
PUFR-G, feature redundancy are eliminated and non
redundant appearances or significant features are further
considered and therefore improving the precision ratio by
3 – 17% compared to KAC-GSQ [1]. Moreover, by
applying the correlation coefficient value, explicit
handling of feature redundancy is made in the proposed
framework that makes personalized search on web in an
efficient manner improving the precision ratio by 11 – 26%
compared to R-SUN [2].

Classification Accuracy: In this section, classification
accuracy is measured based on the Freebase Data Dump.
For this experiment, query related to Educational
institution in University of oxford from Table 1 is used to
conduct the experiment. The experiment is repeated with
30 reviews made by different users at different time period.
The classification accuracy is a measure of a probabilistic
framework that reflects the proportionate number of times
that the framework is correct when applied to sample data.
It is measured in terms of percentage (%). Higher the
classification accuracy, more efficient the framework is
said.

(9)

Table 3 shows the performance of classification
accuracy on travel destination domain and queries posted
for  different   destinations   Germany,   London,  Paris and
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Fig. 5: Performance of classification accuracy 50% compared to R-SUN respectively.

Fig. 6: Measure of execution time of  execution  time  for  different  number  of queries

Table 3: Summary of classification accuracy results
Classification accuracy (%)

Total number -------------------------------------------------------------------
of queries PUFR-G KAC-GSQ R-SUN
5 79.52 59.81 39.51
10 76.33 56.23 38.38
15 81.58 63.51 48.55
20 79.45 59.29 46.21
25 74.35 58.32 44.13
30 80.23 62.55 53.55

Table 4: Tabulation for execution time
Execution time (ms)

Total number -------------------------------------------------------------------
of queries PUFR-G KAC-GSQ R-SUN
5 10.3 11.3 12.6
10 7.3 7.9 8.4
15 8.8 9.2 8.9
20 9.3 9.5 9.3
25 8.5 8 8.8
30 7.9 7.2 8.2

Scotland. From the table we can infer that with the
increase in the number of queries, the classification
accuracy is also increased.

Figure 5 shows the experimental results of
classification accuracy. From the figure, we can infer that
the classification accuracy using the proposed framework

PUFR-G is significantly improved and performs much
better than the two other existing methods KAC-GSQ and
R-SUN respectively. This performance improvement is
due to the application of dynamic diversity re-ranking
procedure in PUFR-G that performs efficient feature
classification on web. In addition the dynamic diversity
re-ranking procedure simultaneously takes into account
current feature frequency and the impact of customer
reviews for each frequency with respect to the overall
reviews and therefore improving the classification
accuracy by 21 – 26% compared to KAC-GSQ and 33 –

Execution Time: In this section, the analysis of execution
time taken to perform the feature ranking is provided.
Execution time for feature ranking is the time taken to
perform feature ranking using Probabilistic User Result
Feature Ranking. It is measured in terms of milliseconds
(ms).

ET = Time (Prob(OR |i)) (10)i

Table  4   provides   the   corresponding performance

related to the travel destination domain and queries
posted  for  destinations  including Germany and
Scotland.  From  the  table  we  can  infer that the
proposed  framework  PUFR-G  achieve better
performance in terms of execution time than the other
existing methods. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison results in terms of
execution time for performing feature ranking using PUFR-
G, KAC-GSQ, R-SUN respectively. On average, the
proposed framework PUFR-G significantly outperforms
KAC-GSQ, R-SUN by over 2 – 8% and 3 – 22%
respectively. This significant performance is the resultant
of Gaussian distribution function that produces the mean
vector and covariance matrix to identify the rank rate of
the user query result and reduces the execution time. At
the same time, the overall ranking obtained through the
Gaussian distribution function with the mean vector
representing the frequency of specific feature and
covariance matrices representing different user behavior
profiles for a specific product segregates separately. As
a result, the execution time for performing feature ranking
is significantly reduced. 

Ranking Efficiency: Ranking efficiency is the ability of
the method to provide an impact when personalization of
web  is  performed  using ranking model and the results it
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Fig. 7: Performance of ranking efficiency

Table 5: Tabulation for ranking efficiency
Methods Ranking efficiency
PUFR-G 83.25
KAC-GSQ 75.45
R-SUN 69.15

provide while a user fetches information through queries.
Higher the productive information obtained by the user,
more efficient the method is said to be. 

Table 5 and Figure 7 shows the performance measure
of ranking efficiency using PUFR-G, KAC-GSQ and R-
SUN. From the figure it is illustrative that the ranking
efficiency using the proposed framework is comparatively
better than the other two methods. This efficiency is
achieved through the application of Probabilistic User
Result Feature Ranking algorithm. By applying the
Probabilistic User Result Feature Ranking algorithm,
significant features are improved and redundant features
are minimized with better feature classification. As a
result, the ranking efficiency for personalized information
search retrieval rate is improved. This improvement is
observed to be 9.36 percent better than KAC-GSQ and
8.34 percent better than R-SUN respectively.

CONCLUSION

In this work, a Probabilistic User result Feature
Ranking based on Gaussian distribution (PUFR-G)
framework with the objective of developing an effective
ranking for user result on web mining system is presented.
The framework includes three main parts namely,
identification of features, feature classification and
probability user result feature ranking. First, significant

features and redundant features were identified using
Probabilistic User result Feature Correlation model with
the objective of improving the precision ratio. Then,
efficient classification of features with the help of
significant features was performed by applying Dynamic
Diversity Re-ranking procedure with the motive of
improving the classification accuracy rate. Finally,
Probabilistic User Result Feature Ranking for obtaining
overall ranking using Gaussian distribution function was
performed. The Probabilistic User Result Feature Ranking
algorithm improves the ranking efficiency for user result
feature. Experimental evaluation is conducted with the
Freebase Data Dump to improve the evaluation and
measured the performance with different sized queries.
Performance results reveal that the proposed PUFR-G
framework provides higher classification accuracy
efficacy level and precision ratio and also strengthen the
overall framework by consuming less execution time for
feature ranking using Freebase Data Dump. Compared to
the existing methods, the proposed PUFR-G framework
outperforms the state-of-art works in terms of in terms of
precision ratio, classification accuracy, execution time and
ranking efficiency for various domains. 
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